
No plans for the weekend? Another Fabulous Feasting at Błonia is on its

way! 

2020-04-13

The next picnic is already scheduled for August 31st! On this day, in the green space of Strefa Błonia,

located at Bistro Błonia, a unique meeting will be held for all four-legged friends, their owners, as well

as those who simply want to enjoy a good time and also support the residents of the animal shelter that

are under the care of the Krakow Society for the Protection of Animals.

There are plenty of attractions waiting for you during the Picnic. From 12:00 am to 5:00 pm you

will be able to consult with a dog behaviorist, ask the artist Maja Hanausek for a portrait of your

pooch, take a souvenir photo in a photo booth or win fabulous prizes for your pet. Bistro Błonia

has prepared regional delicacies in a modern form for food lovers.

 

In addition, you will be able to buy Andrzej Mleczko's posters, and all proceeds from the sale will

be go for the care of our dogs. The event will be hosted by the entertainer Łukasz Lech.

 

And finally, the best treat - comfortable deck chairs, good weather forecasts and a lot of green

area that will allow you to catch your breath from the busy bustle of Krakow!

The event's partner is the European Capital of Gastronomic Culture Krakow 2019. Co-organizers

and sponsors of the awards are the Zoo Plus brand and the Hitt Dog Training School.

You can go to the picnic on foot, head towards Błonia in the direction of the Cichy Kącik end

station, as well as by tram (No. 14 and 24). At Strefa Błonia there is also a free large private car

park, with access from ul. Chodowieckiego.

Błonia Film Zone - Outdoor Cinema (September 11th)

Summer is coming to an end, but Bistro Błonia does not stop creating a picnic chill-out

atmosphere in its green space. Quite the opposite - September promises to be amazing!

We spent the hot city summer together with Bistro Błonia, celebrating ecologically in the

Krakowian way during "Fabulous Feasting at Błonia" picnics! Families enjoyed time together, we

helped charities, we partied and had something for car lovers and of course all of this

accompanied by great food! Without doubt, each of the picnics was worthy of its "fabulous"

name.

 

There will be two outdoor cinema showings during two Saturday evenings in September.  Bistro

Błonia and Żywiec invite you to the "Błonia Film Zone", where a big screen, cinema classics,

comfortable deckchairs, delicious drinks and snacks (including different kinds of flavored

popcorn and bagels with all types of hummus) are waiting for you. It will be a real feast for

movie fans!



September 14th at 8:00 pm - The opening of the Błonia Film Zone will be inaugurated by the

Oscar-awarded "La La Land" along with a truly Hollywood-like atmosphere of outdoor cinema.

September 28th, 7:30 pm - For the next cinema picnic loyal and potential Tarantino fans, "Pulp

Fiction" and an absolutely unearthly atmosphere await you!

What more can be said - drop everything and come to Bistro Błonia and you will be able to

judge for yourself whether the "Błonia Film Zone" deserves an Oscar.
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